~A selective list of books and websites you may find useful in your research~

**General Overview**
929 F942m Molecular Photofitting: Predicting Ancestry and Phenotype Using DNA
929.4 R248sa Surnames, DNA, and Family History

**Genealogical Guides**
929 W43ad Adoptee’s Guide to DNA Testing
929 W536a Advanced Genetic Genealogy: Techniques and Case Studies
929 P771dn DNA and Family History: How Genetic Testing Can Advance Your Genealogical Research
929 F582d DNA & Genealogy
929 K394d DNA and Social Networking: A Guide to Genealogy in the Twenty-first Century
929 K636dn DNA Guide for Adoptees
929 F229d DNA for Genealogists, 3rd ed.
929 B466fa Family Tree Guide to DNA Testing and Genetic Genealogy, 2nd ed., by Blaine Bettinger
929 H55fi Finding Family: My Search for Roots and the Secrets in My DNA
929 B466ge Genetic Genealogy in Practice, by Blaine Bettinger and Debbie Parker Wayne
929 D72gg Genetic Genealogy: The Basics and Beyond
929 St32g Genetic Genealogy and DNA Testing
929K445ge Genetic Genealogy DNA Testing Dictionary
929 C211ho How to DNA Test Our Family Relationships
929 H251how How to Interpret Your DNA Test Results for Family History & Ancestry
929 D753me NextGen Genealogy: The DNA Connection
929 Sm77ta Trace Your Roots with DNA: Using Genetic Tests to Explore Your Family History

**Ethnic Studies and DNA**
940 M31BL Blood of the Celts: The New Ancestral Story
942 Sy44b Blood of the Isles: Exploring the Genetic Roots of Our Tribal History
929 D32dn DNA to Africa: The Search Continues
973 T744dn DNA USA: A Genetic Portrait of America
970.1 T14n Native American DNA: Tribal Belonging and the False Promise of Genetic Science
970.3 C42yd Old World Roots of the Cherokee
942 Sy44s Saxons, Vikings and Celts: The Genetic Roots of Britain and Ireland
929 Sy44s Seven Daughters of Eve

**DNA and Businesses**
929 H251howa How to Open DNA-Driven Genealogy Reporting & Interpreting Businesses
Testing Companies and DNA Analyzing Websites

**Ancestry (www.ancestry.com)**
Tests only autosomal DNA. Results viewable by testee without subscription, however to view extensive family trees attached to the results, must have subscription to Ancestry.com.

**Family Tree DNA (www.familytreedna.com)**
Tests autosomal, Y and mitochondrial DNA

**Living DNA (www.livingdna.com)**
Tests only autosomal DNA. Results include ethnicity estimate and haplogroup; but no matching with other testees at this time. Based in the United Kingdom.

**MyHeritage DNA (www.myheritage.com)**
Tests only autosomal DNA. Results are viewable by testee without subscription to site.

**23andme (www.23andme.com)**
Tests only autosomal DNA, but also provides some health information for an additional fee.

**GEDMatch (www.gedmatch.com)**
A free website that allows for the uploading of autosomal test results from other companies and provides extensive means of comparing the results.
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